Chapter 17: Archeological and
Historic Resources
Everglades National Park was created primarily because of its unique flora and
fauna. In the 1920s and 1930s there was some limited understanding that the park
might contain significant prehistoric archeological resources, but the area had not been
comprehensively surveyed. After establishment, the park’s first superintendent and the
NPS regional archeologist were surprised at the number and potential importance of
archeological sites. NPS investigations of the park’s archeological resources began in
1949. They continued off and on until a more comprehensive three-year survey was
conducted by the NPS Southeast Archeological Center (SEAC) in the early 1980s. The
park had few structures from the historic period in 1947, and none was considered of
any historical significance. Although the NPS recognized the importance of the work
of the Florida Federation of Women’s Clubs in establishing and maintaining Royal
Palm State Park, it saw no reason to preserve any physical reminders of that work.

Archeological Investigations in Everglades National Park
The archeological riches of the Ten Thousand Islands area were hinted at by Bernard Romans, a British engineer who surveyed the Florida coast in the 1770s. Romans
noted:
[W]e meet with innumerable small islands and several fresh streams: the land in
general is drowned mangrove swamp. On the banks of these streams we meet with
some hills of rich soil, and on every one of those the evident marks of their having
formerly been cultivated by the savages.812

Little additional information on sites of aboriginal occupation was available until
the late nineteenth century when South Florida became more accessible and better
known to outsiders. Among the visitors to the region were avocational archeologists
and some scientists interested in prehistoric sites. Those who investigated the Gulf
Coast in this period did most of their work in areas north of the future Everglades
National Park. In 1885, Andrew E. Douglass, an astronomer who spent winters in
Florida, investigated sites on the southwest coast, including Lostmans River. Frank
Hamilton Cushing in 1893 made some spectacular finds on Marco Island, just north
of the future park. Muck soils there preserved wooden artifacts that almost always
812 Bernard Romans, A Concise Natural History of East and West Florida (New York: R. Aitken, 1775), 289, https://play.google.com/books/reader?id=GpI5AAAAcAAJ&printsec=frontcover&output=reader&authuser=0&hl=en_US.
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failed to survive elsewhere in the South Florida environment. These included masks,
batons, and the six-inch-high statuette of a panther that has been widely reproduced.
Cushing’s discoveries inspired others to dig in Southwest Florida. Among these were
Clarence B. Moore. Heir to a fortune made in the manufacture of paper, Moore made
trips to the southwest Gulf Coast in 1900, 1904, 1906, 1907, and 1918. He was mostly
interested in mounds and earthworks, and his published work largely lacks “stratigraphic interpretation and context, but these details were often recorded in his field
notes.” Moore visited Lostmans Key twice, but ended up concluding that the area that
would become the park was of minor archeological significance.813
As noted in chapter 3, physical anthropologist Aleš Hrdlička investigated the area
of the Ten Thousand Islands south to Cape Sable in 1918. He did no excavating but
described the sites he encountered in considerable detail. Hrdlička differentiated between shell heaps, which he construed as platforms for habitation, middens, and burial
mounds. In 1923, Guy Fewkes of the American Bureau of Ethnology conducted a
survey that included Lostmans Key and Chokoloskee as well as sites farther north.
Follow-up excavations by Henry Collins and M. W. Stirling focused on Horr’s Island
and Captiva Island, rather than areas that would become part of the park. Based on the
work already accomplished, the NPS chief archeologist, A. R. Kelly, in 1932 pressed
to have archeological resources considered in setting the park boundary. He also observed that “Florida, despite its acknowledged importance for history and archeology,
has done less than any other state to preserve these values.” The inclusion of archeological sites did not play a role in the political compromise on a park boundary that
was finally reached in the 1940s (see chapter 4).814
After establishment, Superintendent Beard entered into an informal arrangement
with the Department of Sociology and Anthropology at the University of Florida to
perform a preliminary survey of prehistoric archeology in the park. Dr. John Goggin,
pioneer of professional archeology in South Florida, and his students conducted this
work. Goggin was interested in the cultural area from Lake Okeechobee to the keys,
and he had begun doing field work in Dade County in the 1930s. Goggin’s teams spent
four winters from 1949 through 1952 in the park. In January and February 1949, NPS
Region 1 archeologist John C. Harrington joined Goggin while he was investigating
813 Jeffrey M. Mitchem, “New Information about Clarence B. Moore’s Expeditions to Peninsular
Florida,” paper presented at Apr. 1999 meeting of Florida Anthropological Society, http://www.
academia.edu/1435940/New_Information_About_Clarence_B._Moores_Expeditions_to_Peninsular_Florida. All of Moore’s published papers on southeastern archeology have been reprinted
by the University of Alabama Press. Three volumes cover Florida, including The West and Central
Florida Expeditions of Clarence Bloomfield Moore (1999), which contains his “Notes on the Ten
Thousand Islands.”
814 Randolph J. Widmer, The Evolution of the Calusa, a Nonagricultural People on the Southwest Florida Coast (Tuscaloosa: the University of Alabama Press, 1988), 43-45; A. R. Kelly, Chief,
Archeological Sites Division, NPS, to Supt., Fort Marion National Monument, Apr. 6, 1932, NARA
II, RG 79, NPS CCF, box 920.
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Rookery Mound, the Cane Patch, and the Banana Patch. Harrington was surprised at
the extent of the archeological sites in the Everglades, which he described as “more
exciting than in many areas.” In 1950 and 1951, Goggin worked at Lostmans River,
Onion Key, the Hamilton Garden Patch, and Johnson Hammock. The Cape Sable
area was the focus of the 1952 season. While Goggin was at work, Superintendent
Beard noted “It is quite evident that archeological sites in the park have more value for
scientific and interpretive purposes that the Service had realized when the park was
proposed and created.” Regrettably, Goggin never produced a comprehensive report
on his investigations. Goggin expanded on Alfred L. Kroeber’s original definition of
the Glades tradition (2500 YBP to AD 1700), delineating subregions and establishing
the first stratigraphic sequence for South Florida. From the early 1950s until his death
in 1963, he continued to refine this sequence. This sequence has been adjusted by
subsequent scholars, but has provided the basis for subsequent archeological analyses
(Figure 17-1, The remains of a prehistoric ceramic pot found in the park).815
Following Goggin’s work, relatively little archeological work was done in the park
in the 1950s and 1960s. In this period, much of the archeological survey work in the
broader Everglades region was done by avocational archeologists. Park rangers also recorded the locations of archeological sites and did some surface collecting. For example following Hurricane Donna in 1960, a ranger collected a “half bucket” of artifacts
on Rabbit Key. In 1955, archeologist Dr. William Sears mapped and tested a large
shellwork site at the mouth of Turner River that subsequently came into NPS ownership. In 1964 NPS Regional Archeologist John W. Griffin began what was planned as a
multiyear, systematic survey of sites within the park. Because of internal NPS changes,
only the first year was completed. In that year:
Efforts were concentrated on the area between Everglades City and Lostmans River, and consisted primarily of visiting and surface collecting previously known sites
under the guidance of Ranger Richard Stokes. Working out of the Lostmans River
Ranger Station, test excavations were conducted at Onion Key, Walter Hamilton
Place, and Hamilton Garden Patch . . . . Twenty-one sites were visited.

The park established an archeological site file at this time.816
In 1965, the NPS contracted with the Florida Atlantic University Department
of Anthropology to comprehensively map archeological sites within the park. Dr.
815 J. C. Harrington, Regional Archeologist, to Dir. Drury, Feb. 23, 1949, NARA II, RG 79, NPS
CCF, box 904; John M. Goggin, “Archeological Sites in the Everglades National Park, Florida,” Laboratory Notes 2, Anthropology Laboratory, University of Florida, June 1952; J. C. Harrington, Regional Archeologist, to RDR1, Feb. 8, 1949, NARA Ph, RG 79, 79-67-A-1022; NPS SEAC, Everglades
National Park Overview and Research Design, 1982 (Tallahassee: SEAC. 1982), 12; SMR, Jan. 1950.
816 William H. Sears, “The Turner River Site, Collier County, Florida,” Florida Anthropologist
9/2:47-60; Logs from Gulf Coast District Ranger Station, 1960 to circa 1988, EVER-01718; John W.
Griffin, Archeology of Everglades National Park; A Synthesis (Tallahassee: SEAC, 1988), 64, 168.
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Figure 17-1. The remains of a prehistoric ceramic pot found in the park

William H. Sears ran this project, which pioneered the use aerial photography in locating sites. By correlating the photography with a literature search, the survey located
114 sites, only 74 of which were ultimately determined to be within the park boundary. During this effort, Dr. William Kennedy of Florida Atlantic University excavated
intact pots on Mormon Key. This effort resulted in a reorganization of the park’s site
file and a base map of sites. Sears’s team conducted relatively few field surveys to verify
site locations. The report of this project contained “discussions of site types, ceramic
sequences, and culture areas.” This was the most comprehensive survey of park archeological sites prior to a multiyear survey undertaken by SEAC in the early 1980s. From
time to time, excavations for other purposes uncovered artifacts. In the course of the
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1968 dredging of portions of
Taylor Slough adjoining the
Anhinga Trail, prehistoric material, including Glades Plain
and Glades Tooled ceramic
sherds, was recovered. Also
in 1968, John Griffin worked
at the Bear Lake Mounds. In
1970, Griffin did test excavations at Panther Mound
(Cabbage-Rattlesnake).817

1980s Survey by the
NPS Southeast
Archeological Center
The 1980s SEAC survey involved three seasons
of work from 1982 through
1984. The teams profited
from experience gained in an
archeological survey of the
Big Cypress National Preserve
conducted from 1977 through
1981. An important approach
was to use infrared aerial photography in developing a site
Figure 17-2. A prehistoric deer pin found in the park
signature model that was predictive of locations of sites on hammocks. The 1980s field work was preceded by
an analysis of the 168 previously assigned site numbers in the Florida State Master
Site File. Previous surveys had concentrated on more easily accessed coastal sites;
the 1980s work added substantially to the inventory of sites in the interior of the
Everglades. The first year’s survey was conducted in May and June 1982 and focused
on the Shark River Slough and eastern Whitewater Bay. The second season’s survey
was performed from January through early April 1983 and involved reconnaissance
and ground truthing of sites accessible by airboat. The reconnaissance of sites in the
coastal zone and mangrove forests began in the second season and was completed in
817 Griffin, Synthesis, 65, 169; NRHP nomination, Anhinga Trail, Nov. 5, 1996; SMR, July 1968.
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the third season from January through mid-April 1984. The primary goal of the survey
was to locate and ground-truth sites. Data collection was limited to surface collection
and random auger and shovel tests. Nine sites were mapped (figure 17-2, A prehistoric
deer pin found in the park).818
The SEAC survey identified 193 sites that were entered in the NPS’s Archeological Sites Management Information System (ASMIS). The sites were classified into the
following nine categories:
Site Type
Shell works
Shell middens
Eroded beach sites
Mangrove zone earth middens
Relic shell ridges
Shark River Slough earth middens
Taylor Slough earth middens
Miscellaneous sites
Earth middens, artifact scatters, single
artifacts, historic sites of the Western
Everglades

Number
12
20
21
26
6
62
3
7
34

Roughly half the sites were coastal and half inland. The coastal sites were generally considerably larger. Most of the inland sites were on the higher portions of
hammocks in the Shark River Slough. Of the 193 sites, only 34 percent had diagnostic
ceramics allowing tentative dates to be assigned. Twenty percent of the sites had no
ceramic artifacts and 46 percent had only Glades plain work. Glades plain work was
made throughout the Glades tradition and thus does not appreciably narrow the date
range for a site. Even when diagnostic ceramics were available, usually only a few were
collected, and hence, they could not be considered representative of the full range
of site occupation. In the park’s first four or five decades, the collection of ceramic
fragments at a site was often quite limited; more recent site investigations typically
result in large numbers of diagnostic sherds. In 1988, under a contract with the NPS,
818 Griffin, Synthesis, 176. The reports of the SEAC effort are John E. Ehrenhard, Gregory
Komara, and Robert Taylor, Everglades National Park Cultural Resource Inventory, Interim Report Season 1 (Tallahassee: SEAC, 1982); Robert C. Taylor, Everglades National Park Archeological Inventory and Assessment, Season 2 (Tallahassee: SEAC, 1984); and Robert C. Taylor, Everglades National Park Archeological Survey, Season 3 (Tallahassee: SEAC, 1985).
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archeologist John Griffin prepared a summary largely based on the 1980s SEAC work,
entitled The Archeolology of Everglades National Park: A Synthesis.819
Archeological investigations since the SEAC survey have mostly been associated
with construction projects that involved ground disturbance, accidental finds, and surveys of land added to the park. In winter 1991/1992, campers on Pavilion Key reported the presence of two skeletons. Three pottery sherds classified as Glades plain were
associated with the burials. SEAC archeologists and park staff reburied the remains
above the high tide line, which was the preferred treatment of the Miccosukee Tribe
of Indians of Florida.820
In 2004 and 2005 SEAC did an archeological assessment of the East Everglades
addition to the park that resulted in the addition of 42 sites to the park’s ASMIS database entries. Based on previous experience, the survey concentrated on tree islands.
Vegetation typical of the higher elevations of the islands was used as a predictor of archeological sites. Of 43 sites selected as potential targets, 42 had archeological remains.
All 42 were earth middens. Five of the sites had late Archaic (5,000 to 3,000 YBP)
components, “considerably earlier than previously thought for human occupation in
the interior Everglades.” In one instance, at the Duck Club/Sour Orange Hammock
site, a radiocarbon date of 5580 to 5310 YBP was obtained. This survey also revealed
a buried mineralized soil layer on several trees islands. The presence of middens containing archeological artifacts below the mineralized layer raises the distinct possibility
that some tree islands formed over the aboriginal middens. Excavations at many more
tree islands are needed before more definite conclusions can be drawn about role of
humans in tree island formation. It can be stated with assurance that native people
were present in the interior of the Everglades from the period that the Everglades as
we know them took shape. The creation of Everglades landscapes then is the result of
the interaction of human activity and nonhuman natural processes.821
Following Hurricanes Katrina and Wilma in 2005 SEAC archeologist Jill Y. Halchin spent two weeks in the park assessing the condition of 16 archeology sites, primarily in the Ten Thousand Islands area. She found three sites that had been destroyed
and six that had suffered serious erosion. Beach sites had been particularly hard hit.
On this visit, Halchin discovered six historic period sites, five of them in the vicinity of Flamingo and one on Wood Key. The park attempted to get some hurricane
recovery funding, which totaled in the tens of millions of dollars, for assessing and
819 Griffin, Synthesis, 179.
820 Archeologist Bennie Keel to Chief, SEAC, Jan. 8, 1992, SEAC Library.
821 Margo Schwadron, “Everglades Tree Islands Prehistory: Archaeological Evidence for Regional
Holocene Variability and Early Human Settlement,” Antiquity 80/310 (Dec. 2006); Margo Schwadron, Archeological Damage Assessment of Sites Burned in the Mustang Corner Fire, Everglades
National Park, Florida (Tallahassee: SEAC, 2008), 10-11; Margo Schwadron, personal communication, Aug. 23, 2013.
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stabilizing sites, but was told that that type of project did not qualify. NPS funding and
some funding from the National Geographic Society allowed work to be done from
2007 through 2010. At beach sites, this involved surface collecting and shovel tests to
determine the presence of subsurface artifacts. At shell island sites like Sandfly Key,
three-dimensional scanning of eroded banks was undertaken to provide a baseline that
will be useful in tracking future erosion. Additional work is needed and will be undertaken as funds become available.822
Following the 1980s SEAC survey and John Griffin’s 1988 synthesis, the survey
of the park’s archeological sites was described as “reasonably complete.” The state of
knowledge was that of a Phase I survey, meaning that the location, site type, and size
of sites are known, but little else (figure 17-3, archeological site work). The consensus
today is that knowledge of the archeological sites in the park is far from complete.
As of this writing the park has 310 sites on its official ASMIS database listing. The
most prevalent site types are earth middens (149) and shell middens (31). Areas within
the park where undiscovered sites may exist include the upland areas in the eastern

Figure 17-3. Archeological site work
822 Trip Report, Archeologist Jill Y. Halchin, SEAC, to Dir., SEAC, Mar. 8, 2006, SEAC accession
2027, SEAC library; Margo Schwadron, personal communication, Aug. 23, 2013.
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portion of the park, which have not been extensively surveyed and tree island sites.
The work done in the East Everglades suggests that deeply buried sites may exist on
many tree islands. There also are likely to be submerged sites along the Gulf Coast that
were inundated by rising seas centuries ago. The 1968 finds in Taylor Slough suggest
the presence of additional buried or inundated inland sites.823 Going forward there
undoubtedly will be additions to the park’s list of prehistoric sites.

Historic Period Archeological Sites
No systematic effort to identify historic period archeological sites within the park
has been made.824 Many of the prehistoric archeological sites in the park also contain
a historic period component. The aboriginal shellwork and midden sites along the
coast were attractive homestead sites for white settlers who began to arrive in the
nineteenth century. Some homestead sites are still marked by surviving cisterns, foundations, or citrus, coconut palm, or other nonnative species planted by settlers (figure
17-4, Cistern at House Hammock). Many of these settlement sites are now recognized
archeological sites. In the interior, the higher and drier portions of hammocks used by

Figure 17-4. Cistern at House Hammock

823 Griffin, Synthesis, 180, 325-326; Margo Schwadron, personal communication, Aug. 23, 2013.
824 Melissa Memory, personal communication, June 26, 2013.
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prehistoric people were used later by Seminole and white hunters and fishermen. A
few historic period archeological sites, like those at or near Flamingo or other sites of
fishing activity in the park, are not necessarily associated with prehistoric occupation.
Several forts constructed during the Second and Third Seminole Wars are known to
have been located within the present park boundary (see chapter 1). These include
Fort Poinsett and Fort Cross at Cape Sable, Fort Henry, Fort Westcott, and Camp
Moulder on Pavilion Key. To date, the locations of these installations have not been
identified. If they are positively identified in the future, they could become recognized
archeological sites. The sites of moonshine stills with some equipment have been discovered in the past and may be discovered in the future. These have the potential to
become recognized archeological sites. The site of the long-abandoned tannin factory
on Shark River mentioned in chapter 1 contains deteriorating boilers, piles of milled
lumber, and some post and wall remains (Figure 17-5, Remains of tannin factory). It
is a recognized archeological site.825
From time to time, storms disturb the ground and reveal evidence of historic
period activity. For example, in 1961, a skeleton was found on Sid Key believed to be

Figure 17-5. Remains of a tannin factory in the park
825 Paige, 212-214; James Hammond, Florida’s Vanishing Trail (N.p.: printed by author, 2008);
Paul O’Dell, personal communication, June 29, 2013; Everglades National Park Archeological Sites
Management Information System (ASMIS) database.
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the remains of a victim of the 1935 hurricane. Victims of this hurricane washed up on
a number of keys in Florida Bay and were buried, so the park is now the custodian of
these grave sites.826 The sites of known twentieth century plane crashes and military or
military contractor research are now or may in the future be identified as archeological
sites. Beginning in the 2000s park staff have worked to add historic period sites to the
ASMIS database.

Archeology National Register Listings
Griffin’s 1988 synthesis observed that the entire park might justifiably be included in a National Register archeological district. More practically, he recommended that
the Shark River Slough and Ten Thousand Islands be registered as districts. In 1996,
a multiple property nomination was prepared to provide contexts and registration
requirements for sites and districts within the park. In November 1996, the multiple
property nomination and nominations for four districts and three sites were accepted
by the Keeper of the National Register. The Shark River Slough District contains 62
discontiguous sites. The Ten Thousand Islands District contains 70 scattered sites.
The following are the National Register listings for Everglades National Park:
Bear Lake Mounds Archeological District
Monroe Lake Archeological District
Shark Valley Slough Archeological District
Ten Thousand Islands Archeological District
Anhinga Trail
Cane Patch
Rookery Mound
Turner River

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the Mud Lake Canal is very important and unusual
example of aboriginal engineering. In recognition of its national significance, the Mud
Lake Canal in September 2006 was designated a National Historic Landmark.827 At
3.9 miles, the canal is one of the longest known prehistoric canals anywhere within the U.S.; as of this writing it is the only one recognized as a National Historic
826 SMR, Mar. 1961; E. U. Woodard, “Cremations and Burials on Florida Keys Following Hurricane of Sept. 2, 1935,” Veterans Storm Relief, ENP Cultural Resources Division files.
827 The National Historic Landmark program, authorized by the Historic Sites Act of 1935, recognizes properties that are significant to the nation as a whole. As of this writing only some 2.500
properties have received landmark status. The National Register of Historic Places was created by
the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. National Register properties may be significant at the
local or state level as well as the national level. Currently, there are 80,000 National Register listings,
representing 1.4 million individual properties. Many National Register listing are districts, which can
embrace dozens or hundreds of individual properties.
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Landmark. On December 2, 2007, the park held a dedication ceremony marking this
designation.828

Historic Structures
Early NPS policy at Everglades was to protect structures like shell mounds and
canals dating to the prehistoric period; the NPS either eliminated or neglected structures from the historic period. This approach was typical of the 1950s and 1960s,
when the historic preservation community in general had little interest in vernacular
buildings and buildings from the more recent past. In addition, before passage of the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, the NPS lacked guidelines and procedures
for evaluating and protecting historic properties. Leaving aside Native American structures, no structures in the park had been erected before the 1880s at the earliest, and
all were modest buildings. At establishment, known structures in the park included
Royal Palm Lodge and its outbuildings and designed landscape, the fishing village at
Flamingo, buildings associated with commercial fishing at Snake Bight and Lostmans
River, Dr. Lunsford’s house and air strip at Cape Sable, and the dwelling sites of early
twentieth century settlers on keys and areas of high ground on the Gulf coast. The
two-story, frame Watson house on Chatham River was the most substantial settler’s
house standing at the park’s establishment. Many of the white homesteads were on
existing Native American platforms and mounds. The NPS clearly saw the prehistoric
Native American use as more significant than any subsequent historic use. Some staff
likely believed that it would be easier to interpret the prehistoric period without the
evidence of later occupation. The park’s 1967 resource management plan summed up
the prevailing attitude. The management objective for “physical evidence of human
occupation of islands and keys” was stated as “obliterate all evidence of man’s activities except in those areas dedicated to visitor use.” The park’s 1981 backcountry management plan noted that the only existing historic building in the park was the Royal
Palm deer feeding station. It added: “All other buildings have been obliterated by hurricanes and other natural causes and remaining portions are not being maintained.”829
The statement in the backcountry management plan and similar statements in
other park documents like the 1986 historic resource study gloss over the fact that
the NPS worked actively to remove traces of nineteenth- and twentieth-century settlement. The park’s razing of buildings at Flamingo in 1951 is covered in chapter 6.
828 National Register of Historic Places, Mud Lake Canal National Historic Landmark Nomination, Sep. 20, 2006, NR 06000979.
829 Resources [sic] Management Plan, Everglades National Park, Feb. 1967, approved

by Acting Dir. Harthan Bill, March 26, 1968, EVER 42242, ser. IV., sub. A, ss. 2; ENP,
Backcountry Management Plan, July 1981, 22.
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Superintendent Beard did allow former residents to remove scrap iron, wrecked automobiles, and other salvageable material (figure 17-6, Flamingo artifacts). When Dr.
Lunsford’s property was obtained through condemnation, the park cleared away all his
improvements. In summer 1952, park rangers burned the Braddock and Smith houses
on Chatham River; an “old fisherman’s shanty” on Trout Creek met a similar fate in
1954. In fall 1957, the park burned a
Flamingo house that had been kept as
an exhibit. Hurricane Donna in 1960
damaged or destroyed many buildings. The storm severely damaged the
old Irwin House at Flamingo and its
remains were removed. Ranger Richard Stokes reported that Donna had
“almost completely destroyed” the
Watson House on Chatham River
and washed away structures that he
Figure 17-6. Artifacts from
called shacks on Turkey, Rabbit, Morthe fishing village at Flamingo
mon, and Pelican Keys. Ed Braddock
of Miami had been using the Watson Place as a base for sportfishing up until spring
1960, when the park declined to renew his special use permit. After Donna, the NPS
removed the remains of the house, but landscape features remained. Sportswriter Red
Smith observed “the overgrown ruin of an estate in 1964.” In 1983, Chester Obara,
the outdoors editor of a Florida newspaper, noted only parts of Watson’s moonshine
distillery remaining.830
Few NPS officials or staffers in the early decades believed that structures from
the recent past were worthy of preservation. An exception is a recommendation from
the park’s 1957 research conference to “preserve and mark historic sites, including the
Flamingo village site.” There is no evidence that this recommendation received serious
consideration.831

830 Alone among NPS officials, land acquisition officer A. B. Manly believed the Watson Place had
historic significance. SMR, Nov. 1951, Aug. 1952, Feb. 1954, Oct. 1957, Dec. 1960; District Ranger
Stokes to Chief Ranger Nelson, Nov. 19, 1959, Supt. Hamilton to G. J. Missio, May 13, 1960, District
Ranger Stokes to Supt., Oct. 9, 1960, EVER 22965; Supt. Joseph to RDSE, Nov. 12, 1964, NARA
Ph, RG 79, 79-69-5662; Red Smith, “The Everglades: An Emperor and Crow Rule Roost,” New
York Herald Tribune, Mar. 10, 1964; Chester Obara, “First Work the Bugs Out of Everglades,” St.
Petersburg Independent, Dec. 15, 1983.
831 NPS, “Report of Proceedings, Everglades National Park Research Conference, June 6-8,
1957,” NARA Ph, RG 79, 79-68-A-2955, box 48.
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Royal Palm State Park
As has been recounted above in chapter 7, the park used the Royal Palm Lodge as
a ranger station and visitor contact point until 1951. In that year, the NPS completed
a new visitor center several hundred yards away at the start of the Anhinga Trail. The
lodge was sold the next year and removed from the park in two sections. The park did
not consider the outbuildings or designed landscape from the state park to be worth
preserving. The CCC-era garage and the old park caretaker’s house were removed in
August 1959 (figure 17-7, CCC-built garage at Royal Palm). In 1977, the foundations
of the lodge were reported as still
being visible. The stone deer feeding
station/pump house was described
as “in fairly good condition except
for the doors which are beginning to
rot.” No maintenance of this structure had been performed as of 1977,
but a draft plan for historic resources
management expressed the intention
to remove vegetation periodically
and treat the doors. As of this writing, the deer feeding station is the
only building at Royal Palm that still
Figure 17-7. Civilian Conservation
Corps-built garage at Royal Palm, 1950 photo
stands. In the winter of 2010-2011,
a park volunteer, Laura Marquardt,
documented a number of landscape features at Royal Palm. These included building
foundations, pond remnants, and introduced plantings of orange trees, royal palms,
and philodendron. A 2000 draft National Register of Historic Places nomination for
the Ingraham Highway (see next section) did not evaluate the remains of the cultural
landscape at Royal Palm. Everglades National Park has prepared a project, now awaiting funding, to document and evaluate the cultural landscape at Royal Palm.832

Ingraham Highway and Associated Canals
As related in chapter 1, Ingraham Highway was constructed from Homestead
to the vicinity of Coot Bay, with a spur road to Flamingo, between 1915 and 1922.
To provide fill for the roadbed, the Homestead Canal was dredged adjacent to the
832 SMR, Oct. 1952; NPS, Draft Historic Resources Management Plan for Everglades National
Park, Feb. 1977, EVER 22965; Laura Marquardt, “GPS readings and description of discovered sites
at Royal Palm,” n.d. [2011]; Melissa Memory, personal communication, June 26, 2013.
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highway. Additionally, several canals, including the East and Middle Cape Sable Canals
and the Flamingo (Buttonwood) Canal were dug to drain the coastal prairies. While the
NPS was building the portion of the main park road that swung along the northern
edge of Long Pine Key, Ingraham Highway remained the only way to reach Coot Bay
and Flamingo. The NPS incorporated most of the last 17 miles of Ingraham Highway
as part of the main park road, paving it with asphalt for the first time. When the main
park road opened in 1957, the park blocked Ingraham Highway where it intersected
the new road near Sweet Bay Pond and obliterated some 3.4 miles of the old road. Approximately six and ½ miles of the highway remained in use by farmers in the Holein-the-Donut and as administrative roads. Fewer than five miles of the roadbed were
released to succession. In the 1990s, a total about 2,900 feet of the old highway lying
between Royal Palm Hammock and the main park road were obliterated to enhance
water flows in Taylor Slough.833
In 2000, historian Christine Trebellas of the NPS Southeast Regional Office prepared a draft National Register of Historic Places nomination for the Ingraham Highway. This provided a historic context that focused on the political and engineering
history of the highway. A June 2009 cultural resource assessment expanded on the
draft nomination and included an assessment of the Homestead, East Cape Sable, and
Buttonwood Canals. The cultural resource assessment documented the social history
aspects of these features, traced the changes to them following park establishment,
and included many drawings, maps, and photographs. The assessment concluded that
the Ingraham Highway, the Homestead Canal, and the East Cape Sable Canal were
potentially eligible under National Register Criterion A.834

Iori Farms
The Iori Farms warehouse and dormitory/commissary buildings, constructed in
1955, were extensively modified by the NPS before they were 50 years old. Because
of the modifications to the buildings and the fact that the farming is no longer being
done in the Hole-in-the-Donut, the Iori buildings do not convey their historic use and
are not eligible for the National Register.

833 Christine Trebellas, Draft National Register of Historic Places Nomination, Ingraham Highway Historic District, 2000, ENP CR files; Environmental Assessment, Taylor
Slough Bridge Replacement and Old Ingraham Highway Removal, Nov. 21, 1997, ENP
Maintenance files; Mance Buttram, Christine Trebellas, Melissa Memory, and Laura Ogden,
A Cultural Resource Assessment of the Old Ingraham Highway and Homestead, East Cape Sable and
Buttonwood Canals. Homestead, Fla.: Everglades National Park, July 2009, 65, 69.
834 Buttram, Trebellas, Memory, and Ogden, 80-81.
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Mission 66 Structures
In 2012, the Florida Historic Preservation Office concurred that several Flamingo structures contributed to the significance of a National Register-eligible Flamingo
Mission 66 Developed Area Historic District: the visitor center, the service station,
flagpole, the concession warehouse, two four-unit apartment buildings, boat basins 1,
2, 3, and 4, the boat shelter, the boat shop, and the fish cleaning building. The SHPO
deferred consideration of the eligibility of the Mission 66-era cultural landscape at
Flamingo. A stated aim in the park’s draft general management plan (GMP) is to
preserve, where feasible, the character-defining features of this landscape. A historic
structure report for the Shark Valley Tower done under a contract concluded that the
tower was eligible for the National Register. In 2013, the NPS contracted with Wiss,
Janney, Elstner Associates to prepare a National Register nomination for all the Mission 66-era structures at the park. It is anticipated that the nomination will embrace
Flamingo, Shark Valley, Pine Island, and park roads. The internal NPS conclusion is
that none of the structures or landscape features at Everglades City are eligible for the
National Register.835

Nike Base HM-69
As recounted below in chapter 22, the U.S. Army in 1965 moved a Nike Hercules
surface-to-air missile base onto property in the Hole-in-the Donut. The property was
within the park’s authorized boundary but not in NPS ownership at that time. The
Army deactivated the base in 1979 and turned it over to the NPS in the early 1980s.
Before Nike missile base HM-69 became park property, the U.S. Army removed the
missiles and radar towers. The NPS retained most of the structures associated with
the launch area and almost all of those associated with the administration area. At the
launch area, the ready building, part of the kennel building and a number of utility
buildings were removed, and the borrow pit was filled in. The missile shelters, berms,
and missile assembly buildings remain (figure 17-8, Nike Base HM-69 launch area
from the air). The sentry box at the administration area was removed and the roof of
the administration building was replaced following Hurricane Andrew. In July 2004,
Nike Missile Site HM-69 was placed on the National Register of Historic Places. It was
registered as a district containing the same acreage as the special use permit granted
835 Laura A. Kammerer, Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer, Florida Dept. of State, to
Supt. Dan B. Kimball, ENP, Apr. 13, 2012, ENP Cultural Resource Division files; Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. “Shark Valley Tower. Historic Structure Report, 75% draft” (Atlanta: NPS, July
2012); Cynthia Walton, personal communication, Oct. 21, 2013; Draft GMP, 69.
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to the army, with 22 contributing buildings and structures. In recent years, the park
has offered guided tours of the base, which have proven very popular with visitors.836

Coopertown
Three brothers from Missouri, John, James T., and Marion Cooper, opened various retail establishments in the late 1940s on the south side of the Tamiami Trail
three miles west of Krome Avenue. Cooperstown has been in continuous operation
since then, offering airboat tours, a restaurant, and a gift shop. The Florida SHPO has
determined that Coopertown is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.837

Hammock Camps in the East Everglades Addition
As part of the East Everglades expansion, the NPS acquired a number of hunting
and airboat camps located on tree islands. The camps were established in the decades
following World War II and contain functional wood-frame buildings typically constructed from plywood, corrugated metal, and rolled asphalt. Many of the camps are
superimposed upon sites of historic period Indian occupation and prehistoric Native
American occupation. A 2004 assessment of the camps concluded that only one, the
Duck Club property, formerly used by the Miami Rod and Gun Club, was potentially
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. The park has proposed projects,
as yet unfunded, to plan for the preservation and interpretation of the hunting camps
and other cultural resources associated with the tree islands in the East Everglades
addition. 838

Cultural Landscapes
The park has a number of cultural landscapes, or remnants of them, dating to
prehistoric and historic times. At present, two landscapes have completed listings on
the NPS’s Cultural Landscape Inventory: the Mission 66 developed landscape at Flamingo and the landscape created by the U.S. Army at the HM-69 Nike Missile Base.
The National Register documentation currently being prepared for the park’s Mission
66-era resources will address landscape features. The park has proposed a project, to
date unfunded, to prepare a cultural landscape report for the NPS’s maintenance and
836 National Register of Historic Places, Nike Missile Site HM-69 National Register of Historic
Places Nomination, July 27, 2004, NR 04000758.
837 Coopertown website, http://coopertownairboats.com/index.html.
838 Brian Coffey, NPS SERO, “Trip Report — Everglades Camps,” December 2004,

copy in files of Everglades National Park Cultural Resources Division; NPS PMIS project
statements 139482 and 198743.
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residential area at Pine Island. Almost all traces of
the cultural landscape associated with the fishing
village of Flamingo have
been obliterated. Remnants
of cultural landscapes, cisterns or foundations for
example, exist at other sites
of white settlement within the park. The designed
landscape at the former
Royal Palm State Park is
largely overgrown, and the
only remaining building is
the deer-feeding station.
Foundations of buildings
and examples of plantings
introduced during the state
park period survive at Royal Palm.839
FIgure 17-8. Nike Missile
Base HM-69, aerial view of launch area

Ethnographic Resources
Ethnographic resources are cultural or natural resources that possess significance
for cultural groups. Examples range from natural features that have spiritual significance to Native American groups to plants like the saw palmetto that have practical
use as building material for both Native American and white settlers of the Everglades
region. In the Everglades, a host of plants, animals, and geographic features are potentially significant ethnographic resources. Professor Laura Ogden and Melissa Memory,
then chief of cultural resources at the park, prepared a draft Ethnographic Assessment and
Overview for Everglades National Park in the 2010s, but it has not been put into final form.
839 David Hasty, SERO, personal communication, June 18, 2014; NPS PMIS project statement
206373, Prepare Cultural Landscape Report of Pine Island Landscape with CLI, FMSS, GIS and
IRMA Data.
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The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers commissioned a study of traditional cultural properties associated with the “Modern Gladesmen Culture,” published in 2011. Many of
the tree islands in the East Everglades expansion area were occupied by Indians and
whites during the historic period, many in recent decades having been used as hunting
camps. The park has a proposed project, which awaits funding, to prepare a plan for
the preservation and interpretation of the East Everglades cultural and ethnographic
landscape. The preferred alternative in the park’s draft GMP calls for better protection
and interpretation of park ethnographic resources.840

840 Laura Odgen, personal communication, June 30, 2014; NPS PMIS project statement 139482,
Preservation and Interpretation Plan for East Everglades Cultural and Ethnographic Landscapes;
Draft GMP, 65; Greg Smith. “You Just Can’t Live Without It: Ethnographic Study and Evaluation
of Traditional Cultural Properties of the Gladesman Culture, Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP), Southern Florida. St. Augustine, Fla.: New South Associates, 2009, http://
www.evergladesplan.org/pm/pm_docs/master_rec_plan/062909_gladesmen_study_draft.pdf.
.

